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Abstract
Utilizing a price transmission approach, we focus on price relationships between the 
countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and how price changes on 
the world agricultural market are transmitted to the domestic CIS markets. In this study, 
we establish a unique price data set on five different agricultural products (i.e. wheat, 
pork, beef, poultry and whole milk powder) observed in eight different CIS countries. 
The results of the price transmission analysis indicate that regional integration within the 
CIS is strongest for pork and beef, followed by poultry and whole milk powder. The 
integration of CIS markets in world agricultural markets is strongest for wheat and 
beef, whereas it is relatively low for pork and poultry. Furthermore, beef markets in the 
CIS countries are the strongest integrated within the region, with the EU and the world 
market. Overall, our results indicate that domestic market support and trade policies, 
physical trade flows between countries, infrastructure, and bilateral or multilateral trade 
agreements play a key role in market integration of the CIS countries. These determinants 
should be particularly considered when designing recommendations for improving agri-
food supply chain competitiveness in the CIS countries.
Keywords: CIS, agricultural markets, market integration, price transmission
1. Introduction
With quickly changing market structures of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 
(from centrally planned economies to open markets), privatization and concentration of supply 
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the t rms of the Crea ive
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chain actors (especially in the processing and retailing sectors), an understanding of market 
functioning has drawn considerable attention by the general public (consumers), market play-
ers (supply chain members), and policy makers.
Recent global agricultural price fluctuations, so called “commodity price peaks” together 
with geopolitical developments, e.g., creation of the Eurasian Economic Union in May 2014, 
and its enlargement since January 2015, and the Russian agricultural import ban imposed in 
August 2014, considerably affected trade relations of the Former Soviet Union/CIS countries 
not only within the region but also with the rest of the world and had significant effects 
on the domestic food prices. All these developments put food prices at the top of political 
agendas around the world and especially in CIS countries. While an extreme increase in com-
modity prices usually represents a trigger for a surge in consumer prices, commodity price 
falls are not necessarily reflected in immediate decreases in consumer prices. Thus, under-
standing the price transmission mechanisms along the supply chain (i.e., between different 
members of the supply chain) is crucial for setting an adequate agricultural policy which 
will allow most market participants to benefit from a sustainable distribution of value added 
along the supply chain [1].
Agricultural supply chains link agricultural producers with food end consumers via the 
processing food industry and the food-distributing retailers (Figure 1). This study focuses 
on the supply chain stage of agricultural production of the farmers. Following a price trans-
mission approach, we investigate market integration and efficiency in agricultural sup-
ply chains in the CIS countries. To what degree are price shocks transmitted between the 
regions and from the world market to the domestic markets? Well-functioning and efficient 
markets are characterized by strong integration, which could contribute to cushion price-
increasing effects of regional production shortfalls and prevent that prices increase beyond 
world market prices.
Generally, a unique concept of market integration and efficiency does not exist [2]. In this 
chapter, we assume that a well-functioning market is a spatially efficient market which is 
characterized by strong market integration. Thus, price shocks in one region are quickly 
Figure 1. Research scope. Source: own illustration.
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transmitted to the other regions inducing interregional trade flows when price differences 
exceed trade costs [2]. Also, regional prices differ at most by the costs of trade between those 
regions (Law of One Price), and profitable opportunities for trade arbitrage do not persist. 
Further, an efficient market is characterized by adequate trade costs, which are determined 
by many factors, e.g., distance to other markets, quality and quantity of transport and com-
munication infrastructure, corruption, market risk, and legal barriers as phytosanitary license 
and inspection requirements [3].
We investigate agricultural supply chains in countries of the former Soviet Union which 
are linked to neighboring countries or even the world market1 by agricultural imports and 
exports. Thus, we follow a comparative approach including five different agricultural com-
modities (i.e., wheat, pork, beef, poultry, and milk) and eight countries of the CIS region (i.e., 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine). To allow 
comparability, we apply a uniform method to the comparable sample of data of the same 
frequency and period of analysis. Data availability on agricultural prices in the CIS countries 
is very limited which explains the existence of a research gap. Among the few exceptions 
are Ref. [4] on Georgian bread, sugar, beef and pork markets, and Ref. [5] on the wheat flour 
market in Georgia.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present our method-
ological approach and the data used in our analysis. Section 3 presents the agricultural trade 
characteristics of the CIS countries. Empirical results are presented in Section 4, while the pri-
mary determinants of market integration are discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn 
in Section 6.
2. Methodological approach and data
We analyze spatial transmission of different agricultural and food prices between various CIS 
countries and between CIS countries and the world market. Specifically, we focus on wheat, 
meat (beef, pork, and poultry), and milk in eight CIS countries in the region. An overview on 
the countries included in our analysis is presented in Appendix.
We analyze on the integration of agricultural markets in CIS countries with their regional trade 
partners within the CIS region but also with the EU market and the world market. We evaluate 
the integration of domestic CIS markets with the export markets in other CIS countries within 
the region. We also examine how price changes from the EU market and international markets 
are transmitted to the domestic markets in the CIS region.
Focusing on the bivariate price transmission model, we characterize long-run dynamics 
between price pairs consisting of a domestic price of one of the CIS countries and a world 
1We use “world market” and “international market” interchangeably in this article.
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market price (or price of some CIS exporting country).2 We refer to a domestic market as fully 
integrated in the world market, if price changes on the world market are completely transmit-
ted to the domestic market. A long-run price equilibrium is given as
  P 
t
 d  = α + β  P 
t
 w +  ε 
t
 (1)
where  P 
t
 d   and  P 
t
 w are natural logarithm of domestic and world market prices at time t 
espectively,the intercept parameter α,the slope parameter β, and the residual  ε 
t
 denoting 
the stationary disturbance term. The long-run price transmission parameter β indicates the 
degree (in %) to which price changes on the world market are transmitted to the domestic 
market. Perfect market integration is given if β = 1, implying that a 1% price change on the 
world market is transmitted by 100% to the domestic market, leading to a 1% price change on 
the domestic market.
We apply the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test [6] to test on stationarity of our data series. 
We test for cointegration between the non-stationary price series using the Johansen test of 
linear cointegration [7]. In case, we find domestic and world market prices cointegrated, the 
Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression yields consistent and efficient estimates of the long-
run equilibrium parameters [8].
As already mentioned above, data availability is one of the most critical issues when it 
comes to research on food markets in the CIS countries. In this study, we have created 
a unique data set for selected food products by combining different data sources, rang-
ing from statistical offices of the respective CIS countries, via different country reports 
published by various international institutions (e.g., WB, FAO, and OECD), all the way to 
expert interviews. According to data availability, we are able to conduct the analysis for 
wheat, meat (pork, beef, and poultry), and milk (i.e., milk powder) markets of all eight 
selected CIS countries.
Concerning wheat prices, we use producer, import, and export prices of wheat in different 
countries. Data are sorted into two groups. The first group refers to Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova where we use average producer wheat prices. Since domes-
tic producer prices for wheat in Georgia are not available, we use the cost, insurance, and 
freight (i.e., CIF) import price. The second group consists of the Customs Union members, 
i.e., Russia, Kazakhstan, and Belarus. Considering that Russia and Kazakhstan are, besides 
Ukraine, the main wheat exporters not only to the CIS region but also to the world market 
as well, in addition to average producer prices, we also account for their free on board (i.e., 
FOB) export prices observed at the Black Sea harbors. For Belarus, we use the governmen-
tally fixed wheat purchase prices. We use average French FOB price at the port of Rouen 
(representative price for the Marché à Terme International de France (MATIF) commod-
ity futures market in Europe) as a measure for the EU market price. Average FOB soft red 
winter wheat prices of the USA serve as representative for the world market price. The time 
2For the simplicity we keep the term world market price for describing the long-run price equilibrium.
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period covered by our data set ranges from 2006 until 2014 and differs between countries 
and products. Thus, the number of observations varies between 74 (for Moldova) and 130 
(for Belarus).
Our data set comprises pork prices for Armenia, Georgia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, and 
Ukraine. In addition, we consider pork prices for the EU, Brazil, and USA, which are some 
of the most important pork exporters to the CIS countries. Denmark, Germany, and Spain 
together have exported more than 50% of total EU pork export to the CIS in 2013. Our data set 
contains two types of pork prices. First, for Ukraine, we account for producer prices, which 
refer to the price paid for 1 kg of live animal. Second, we account for the producer price for 
1 kg of deadweight for all other countries. The conversion of the prices between 1 kg of live 
animal and deadweight is done by using the conversion rate of 0.59 for Ukraine [9]. Our data 
set covers the period from January 2004 until December 2014. The number of observations 
differs between countries, from 45 observations for Ukraine to 132 observations for Armenia, 
Russia, EU, and USA.
As was the case for pork, we account for beef prices for Armenia, Georgia, Russia, Kazakhstan, 
Belarus, and Ukraine. For the EU, we use the EU average beef price. For the world price, we 
focus on beef prices of USA, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, and Australia, which are directly 
involved in beef export to CIS countries. Our data set covers the period from January 2004 
until December 2014. The number of observations differs between countries, from 45 observa-
tions for Ukraine to 132 observations for Armenia, Russia, EU, and USA.
Due to very limited data availability for poultry, only Georgia as a representative for the 
Caucasian countries is covered by our analysis. For the EU price, we account for both EU aver-
age and country-specific average poultry prices. Here, we selected Netherlands and Germany 
as two of the most important EU exporters of poultry meat to CIS countries. The data set 
covers a period from January 2004 until December 2014. The number of observations differs 
between countries, from 45 observations for Ukraine to 132 observations for Russia.
The milk prices used for the analysis are average monthly milk producer prices. For the selected 
international markets, we use EU whole milk powder (WMP) export prices and FOB Oceania 
WMP prices. In addition, we use domestic WMP prices for Netherlands and Germany, countries 
that are the largest EU WMP exporters to the CIS countries accounting for 21 and 16% of the total 
CIS import, respectively. To compare the fluid milk producer prices of CIS countries with the 
WMP prices of the selected international markets, we transform the fluid milk prices into WMP 
prices using conversion factors obtained by the national experts of the selected CIS countries 
[10]. Thus, for Armenia, we use a conversion factor of 7.5, for Belarus 7.3, for Kazakhstan 7.5, 
For Russia 7, and for Ukraine 8.3. Our data set covers a period from January 2004 to December 
2013. As in previous cases, the number of observations differs between the countries, ranging 
from 36 observations for Ukraine to 106 observations for most other countries.
Overall, considering that most of the agricultural trade of the CIS countries is done in US 
Dollars (USD), prices in domestic currencies are converted in USD. Thus, all prices used for 
the analysis refer to USD per measurement unit.
Agricultural Market Integration in the Commonwealth of Independent States: What Are the...
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3. Agricultural trade of the CIS countries
In the following, we provide an overview on agricultural trade of the CIS trade regarding 
wheat, pork, beef, poultry, and milk which provides the basis for the interpretation of our 
empirical results in Section 4.
Wheat production and trade are of a great importance for the CIS countries. From one side, 
Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan are becoming large wheat exporters that are important not 
only for the CIS region but also for the international markets. This is especially the case for 
Russia that became the largest wheat exporter in the world in 2016 of about 40 million ton. 
On the other side, Caucasian countries (i.e., Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia) import more 
than 90% of wheat from the CIS region, notably from Russia and Kazakhstan [11]. From the 
regional perspective, Russian wheat is the most important for domestic consumption, and 
its quality is usually improved by imports of the high-quality Kazakh wheat. This is mainly 
the case for Caucasian countries. Nevertheless, Kazakh wheat is almost the only source of 
wheat for some Central Asian countries (i.e., Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan). Besides 
mentioned wheat exporting and importing CIS countries, Belarus and Moldova produce a 
sufficient amount of wheat for domestic production but are not large wheat exporters.
All the selected CIS countries are net pork importers. The EU (27) is the largest supplier of pork 
to the CIS countries with a share of 56% (in 2013). Only about 2% of pork is traded regionally, 
where the main exporters are Moldova, Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan. Significant market 
changes are recorded for the members of the Customs Union, where each member country 
is supposed to adjust their meat import tariff according to the Union’s common trade policy. 
This was particularly important for Kazakhstan, which did not have any significant internal 
market protection before [12]. Nevertheless, most of the selected CIS countries have a higher 
level of price protection for pork compared to other products [13].
In comparison with pork, CIS beef markets are considerably different. Namely, Caucasian 
countries (i.e., Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia) are net beef importers. The same is true 
for Russia and Kazakhstan. About 89% of beef is imported from some of the international 
markets (excluding EU (27)). Only about 8% is imported from some of the CIS countries. On 
the other hand, the main beef exporting CIS countries are Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine. 
Overall, beef is one of the products that have the smallest level of price protection among CIS 
countries [13].
Similar to the CIS beef markets, some of the CIS countries are net importers, and some are 
net poultry exporters. Concerning imports, about 17% is imported from the EU (27) markets, 
22% from other CIS countries, and 61% from other international markets (in 2013, [14]). The 
net importing countries are Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Russia, and Kazakhstan. 
On the other side, some of the net importers also engage in poultry export but mainly on the 
regional markets. The only two net exporting countries are Belarus and Ukraine. As is the case 
with pork, poultry also has high level of price protection among CIS countries [13].
Almost half of the total dairy products imported to the selected CIS countries originate from 
the region. Namely, 47% of total diary imports originate from some of the CIS countries, where 
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Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine are the largest regional exporters. On the other hand, about 
44% of the total CIS dairy imports originate from the EU, where Netherlands, Germany, and 
Finland represent the largest exporters, covering 50% of the EU exports to CIS countries. Only 
about 9% of dairy products are imported from some of the world markets (excluding CIS and 
EU). Concerning milk, it is mainly imported in the form of a milk powder. About 65% of total 
milk powder imports by the CIS countries originate from Belarus and Ukraine, which are net 
exporters. Further, about 23% of milk powder is imported from EU (27) markets.
4. Empirical results
Empirical results are presented for each of the five agricultural products individually. Besides 
the comparison of average price levels between countries, we provide a detailed overview 
on the pattern of market integration for each product. Market integration for the different 
agricultural products is analyzed on an aggregated level for the CIS countries on average and 
on a disaggregated level for individual countries. Market integration of the CIS countries is 
investigated regarding their regional integration in the CIS, the integration with the EU mar-
ket and the world market.
4.1. Wheat
Domestic price and trade policies are among most important factors determining domestic 
price developments. Due to different production and trade characteristics of the CIS coun-
tries covered in this study, domestic price developments differ between the selected countries 
(Figure 2). Thus, wheat prices in Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, three wheat importing 
countries, are higher compared to the CIS average. On the other hand, wheat prices in Russia 
and Ukraine, two large wheat exporters, are on average lower compared to the average CIS 
prices and selected international prices. The most extreme case is Belarus, where the domestic 
government keeps wheat prices at an artificially low level to support domestic meat pro-
duction [15]. Furthermore, wheat producer prices in the whole CIS region were affected by 
Figure 2. Average wheat price level in the CIS countries and selected international markets (base: 2011–2013). Source: 
Statistical offices of the respective CIS countries [17, 18], own illustration.
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wheat export restrictions imposed by Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan between 2006 and 
2012 [16], which ultimately had a strong effect on consumers and overall food security in 
these countries.
The analysis of market integration indicates that the CIS wheat markets are strongly inte-
grated within the region (integration between CIS countries) and with the EU (i.e., France) 
and world markets (i.e., USA; Figure 3). Surprisingly, integration in world wheat markets is 
highest amounting to about 76%. Regional wheat market integration lies by on average 68%, 
and integration with the EU wheat market lies by 61%.
Figure 4 provides a detailed overview on the pattern of market integration. On the regional 
level, Georgia and Moldova are strongest integrated with the other CIS countries (Figure 4). 
Moderate regional integration is recorded for Armenia and Azerbaijan, countries that are 
heavily dependent on wheat imports from other CIS countries. A moderate level of integra-
tion might indicate certain market inefficiencies, which might be connected to certain market 
regulations set by the government, for example, in the case of Azerbaijan.
The integration of the CIS countries within the CIS regional market is very similar to their 
integration in the EU market and the world market. The main reason is that both markets, 
EU and world, are used as reference markets for price negotiations in wheat trade by CIS 
traders. Price discounts or mark-ups might result from quality differences and internal price 
determining factors. It is striking that the Ukrainian wheat market has stronger integration 
with world markets compared to the EU. Overall, the Russian, Ukrainian, and Moldavian 
wheat markets are strongly integrated with both the EU and world markets. These results 
are in accordance with the trade status of these countries. Namely, Russia and Ukraine are 
large wheat exporters not only in the CIS region but also on the international level as well. 
Thus, international price changes have a great impact on their domestic producer prices. On 
Figure 3. CIS wheat market integration—aggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the estimation results, own 
illustration.
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the other hand, Moldova is also an exporting country but with no significant relevance for 
the regional and international wheat trade. It is interesting to observe that there is almost no 
integration between Kazakh and international wheat markets. The main reason is that Kazakh 
wheat export is mainly concentrated on Central and East Asian countries, and thus, Kazakh 
domestic prices do not react much to price shocks from the “Western” markets.
4.2. Pork
The 3-year pork price averages presented in Figure 5 indicate that the CIS prices are higher 
than the prices on the EU (i.e., Denmark, Germany, and Spain) and world markets (i.e., Brazil 
and USA). For the Customs Union members (i.e., Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan), we can 
observe that Russian pork prices are at the level of the CIS average price but by 20 and 11% 
higher than the average Belarussian and Kazakh prices, respectively. The Belarus price level 
is not reflecting actual market conditions but is rather the result of the price targeting by the 
Belarussian government [13].
The results of the price transmission analysis indicate that the CIS countries are on average well 
integrated with both regional and international pork markets. The highest integration level is 
recorded with the EU market where we observe full transmission of price shocks (Figure 6). 
Besides the EU, regional markets seem to be very well integrated among each other, where 
about 80% of the price shocks are transmitted in the long run. In particular, regional mar-
ket integration is very strong between Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan. International market 
price shocks are only by about 50% transmitted to the domestic markets in the CIS countries. 
Obtained results are in accordance with the CIS pork trade developments where we observe 
that 56% of the total CIS pork import (for selected CIS countries) originates from the EU.
Figure 4. CIS wheat market integration—disaggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the results, own 
illustration.
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A cross-country comparison of the price transmission results is presented in Figure 7. As 
already mentioned, our results indicate highest integration of the CIS pork market with the 
EU. This is certainly the case for Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan, members of the Customs 
Union, for which we found full transmission of price shocks from the EU market in the long 
run. These results are not surprising considering that Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan import 
98, 59, and 57%, respectively, of their total pork import from the EU. On the other hand, 
Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan have a very low level of integration with other CIS coun-
tries. Concerning market integration with the international markets (Figure 7), our results 
Figure 5. Average pork price level in the CIS countries and selected international markets (base: 2011–2013). Source: 
Statistical offices of the respective CIS countries and [19], own illustration.
Figure 6. CIS pork market integration—aggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the estimation results, own 
illustration.
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indicate strong integration of Georgian and Armenian pork markets, while Belarus, Russia, 
and Kazakhstan show very weak integration.
4.3. Beef
The 3-year beef price averages presented in Figure 8 indicate that the average CIS prices 
are 29% lower than the EU price (i.e., EU average price) but are similar to the price level of 
the world markets (i.e., Brazil, Uruguay, USA, Argentina, and Australia). Armenia, Russia, 
and Kazakhstan have the highest beef prices, which are 50, 35, and 20% higher than the CIS 
average prices, respectively. Our data indicate that Ukraine has relatively low beef prices 
compared to other CIS countries, the EU and the world market, with the price level about 
60% lower than the CIS average. Overall, the data presented in Figure 8 show significant dif-
ferences in average beef prices between the CIS countries.
Our price transmission results indicate very strong integration of CIS beef markets both 
regionally and internationally. We find that price shocks are perfectly transmitted from the 
EU market and by 88% from the world market to the CIS countries on average. But even 
regional integration is high amounting to 86% of the CIS on average (Figure 9).
The cross-country market integration results on the disaggregated level presented in Figure 10 
indicate that Kazakhstan and Belarus are strongly integrated with other regional markets. A 
moderate level of regional integration is recorded for Russia, while Georgia seems not to be 
integrated with other regional markets in the long run. Concerning market integration with 
the EU, our results indicate almost full transmission of price shocks in the long run. In con-
trast, our results do suggest no market integration of the Ukrainian market with the EU.
Figure 7. CIS pork market integration—disaggregated level. Note: Missing marker means no integration with the 
respective market. Source: Own calculation based on the results, own illustration.
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4.4. Poultry
The 3-year average poultry prices presented in Figure 11 indicate that the CIS prices are 26% 
lower than the EU price (i.e., Netherlands and Germany) and are similar to the world mar-
ket price level (i.e., Brazil and USA). This is especially the case for Georgia, Ukraine, and 
Kazakhstan, where prices are below the CIS average. In contrast to pork and beef prices, 
poultry prices are not characterized by a great dispersion for the observed period.
Figure 8. Average beef price level in the CIS countries and selected international markets (base: 2011–2013). Source: 
Statistical offices of the respective CIS countries and [19], own illustration.
Figure 9. CIS beef market integration—aggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the estimation results, own 
illustration.
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Concerning the price transmission analysis, our results indicate that the CIS poultry mar-
kets are integrated regionally, with the EU and with selected international poultry markets. 
Strongest integration is recorded with the EU market, where 73% of the price shocks are 
transmitted to the domestic CIS markets in the long run (Figure 12). Moderate transmission 
is recorded from regional markets, while relatively slow transmission is recorded from the 
selected international markets.
The results from the disaggregated cross-country comparison indicate that the Russian poultry 
prices are strongly integrated with both regional and EU poultry markets, where we observe 
Figure 10. CIS beef market integration—disaggregated level. Note: Missing marker means no integration with the 
respective market. Source: Own calculation based on the results, own illustration.
Figure 11. Average poultry price level in the CIS countries and selected international markets (base: 2011–2013). Source: 
Statistical offices of the respective CIS countries, own illustration.
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Figure 13. CIS poultry market integration—disaggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the results, own 
illustration.
almost full transmission of price shocks (Figure 13). However, our results of Ukraine indicate 
no market integration with regional and EU poultry markets.
4.5. Milk
For investigating the country-level assessment of CIS milk market integration, we focus on 
the milk powder prices [i.e., whole milk powder (WMP)] rather than on fluid milk prices.
Figure 12. CIS poultry market integration—aggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the estimation results, 
own illustration.
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Figure 14 shows the estimated 3-year WMP price averages for the CIS countries. Compared 
to selected EU markets (i.e., EU 27 average price, Netherlands, and Germany) and world mar-
kets (i.e., Oceania), estimated CIS average prices are by on average 28% lower. The highest 
WMP prices are recorded for Russia and Kazakhstan (14% above the average), while the low-
est prices are recorded for Belarus (27% below the average). Armenian and Ukrainian WMP 
prices are almost at the level of average CIS WMP prices.
The price transmission results indicate relatively moderate integration of the CIS WMP mar-
kets with both regional and selected international markets (Figure 15). The results from the 
Figure 14. Average milk price level in the CIS countries and selected international markets (base: 2011–2013). Source: 
Statistical offices of the respective CIS countries and [18], own illustration.
Figure 15. CIS whole milk powder market integration—aggregated level. Source: Own calculation based on the 
estimation results, own illustration.
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cross-country comparison indicate that the Kazakh WMP market is strongly integrated with 
the regional markets, where we observe almost full transmission of price shocks (Figure 16). 
The Russian WMP market is strongly integrated with the EU market where we also observe 
almost full transmission of price shocks. Changes from the selected international market (i.e., 
Oceania) are transmitted to the Russian and Kazakh markets to the higher degree compared 
to other CIS countries (Figure 16).
4.6. Summary of market integration results
The results of the price transmission analysis (Figure 17) indicate strongest market integration 
of the CIS beef market with all three reference markets, i.e., regional CIS, EU, and the world 
market. As already mentioned, one of the main reasons for almost full transmission of price 
shocks from reference markets to the domestic CIS markets might be the fact that beef mar-
kets in CIS countries have lowest level of price protection compared to other products [13].
The observed strong market integration of the CIS pork markets with the EU market might 
result from comprehensive pork imports (trade flows) from the EU (until 2014). Similarly, 
significant pork trade between Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan, supported by the removal 
of trade barriers within the Customs Union, contributed to the rather strong regional pork 
market integration of the CIS countries.
The strong integration of the CIS wheat markets with the world market is might be explained 
by two main factors: (1) Russia and Ukraine have advanced to global leaders in wheat trade 
Figure 16. CIS whole milk powder market integration—disaggregated level. Note: Missing marker means no integration 
with the respective market. Source: Own calculation based on the results, own illustration.
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and thus have a strong influence on world wheat prices; (2) World market prices are used as 
a benchmark price for regional wheat trade among CIS countries.
Considering that none of the CIS countries is a large poultry and whole milk powder importer 
or exporter and thus not a significant player on the world market, market integration is lower 
with the world market compared to EU and CIS regional markets. The EU market prices 
are used as a benchmark for negotiating poultry and whole milk powder trade between CIS 
countries.
Overall, all selected CIS markets are well integrated with the EU market due to market 
proximity and significant trade flows supported by numerous bilateral trade agreements. 
Integration with world markets is strong for products where CIS markets are large exporters 
(e.g., for wheat) or importers (e.g., for beef). Regional market integration greatly depends on 
trade volumes, infrastructure issues, and market barriers (i.e., removal of tariffs within the 
Customs Union).
5. Determinants of the CIS market integration
Differences in market integration observed between regions or countries might result from 
the influence of a variety of different factors. In the following, we link major influencing fac-
tors, in particular, the level of domestic market support, trade policies, the size of physical 
trade flows, infrastructure, and bilateral or multilateral trade agreements with our results on 
market integration of the CIS countries.
Figure 17. CIS market integration by product. Source: Own calculation and illustration.
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First, market support and trade-oriented policy measures have a strong impact on market 
integration [20]. For markets characterized by a high level of state support, the results indicate 
moderate or even no integration with international markets. This is especially the case with the 
CIS pork and poultry markets. On the country level, Belorussian attempts to support livestock 
production by strongly regulating grain prices is one of the main reasons why the Belorussian 
wheat market is not integrated with any of the reference markets. On the contrary, CIS mar-
kets with almost no state support, such as wheat and beef markets, are strongly integrated 
with international markets. Besides direct state support, sudden changes in CIS trade poli-
cies are significantly affecting CIS market integration. In particular, numerous export-oriented 
measures (e.g., export bans, export taxes, or export quotas) were implemented on CIS wheat 
markets in the last decade. The results for Russia and Ukraine indicate that wheat export 
restrictions significantly decrease the level of market integration and thus the transmission 
of price changes from international reference markets to domestic markets [21]. Furthermore, 
the decrease in price transmission is higher for regions within a country that are strongly 
integrated with international markets when trade is freely possible (e.g., North Caucasus for 
Russia and Odessa for Ukraine).
Second, the size of physical trade flows and the importance of the reference market for global 
trade (e.g., US wheat price) play an important role for market integration of the CIS countries. 
Strong regional integration of the CIS countries is based on the fact that Armenia, Georgia, 
and Azerbaijan are among the largest CIS wheat importers with wheat imports almost com-
pletely originating from other CIS countries (i.e., Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan). At the 
same time, these countries have strong integration with international markets as well. We 
argue that price information coming from the main international markets is used by regional 
CIS traders as a benchmark for negotiating prices in regional trade. Similar considerations 
could be used for explaining strong market integration between CIS pork markets with 
regional and EU markets.
Third, underdeveloped infrastructure presents a great obstacle for the market integration 
of many CIS countries. This is especially visible on a disaggregated country-level analy-
sis. Difficulties to obtain sufficient railway wagons, small capacity of port terminals on 
the Caspian Sea, and underdeveloped national roads significantly contribute to low mar-
ket integration of the Kazakh wheat market with international markets. Besides a deficient 
grain transport infrastructure, large distances between grain producing and consuming 
regions strongly influence the degree of market integration of different regions in Russia. 
Infrastructural problems are also one of the main factors influencing market integration of 
Caucasian countries (i.e., Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia) with the EU and international 
markets.
Fourth, strengthening trade relations through bilateral or multilateral trade agreements sig-
nificantly contributes to market integration of the CIS countries. The establishment of the 
Eurasian Customs Union (EACU) facilitates the trade process between Belarus, Russia, and 
Kazakhstan. The results indicate that the EACU members have almost identical regional and 
international levels of integration. This is especially the case for pork markets. In addition, the 
results indicate strong market integration of CIS pork, beef, poultry, and milk markets with 
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the EU. The main reason for almost full transmission of price shocks from the EU markets 
might be associated to numerous bilateral trade agreements between the EU and almost all 
CIS countries.
6. Conclusions
In this chapter, we have analyzed to which extend selected CIS markets are integrated in 
regional and world agricultural markets.
Based on a unique data set which we have created utilizing a wide variety of different data 
sources available for the CIS countries, we have conducted the analysis for the wheat, meat 
(i.e., pork, beef, and poultry), and milk markets. The selected markets represent the most 
important agricultural sectors of the CIS countries. Well-functioning efficient agricultural 
markets are essential for food security in the CIS countries and are thus of great interest for 
policy makers.
The results of the price transmission analysis indicate that regional integration within the CIS 
is strongest for pork and beef, followed by poultry and whole milk powder. The integration of 
CIS markets in world agricultural markets is strongest for wheat and beef, whereas it is rela-
tively low for pork and poultry. All in all, beef markets in the CIS countries are the strongest 
integrated within the region, with the EU and the world market.
Overall, our results indicate that domestic market support and trade policies, physical trade 
flows between countries, infrastructure, and bilateral or multilateral trade agreements play 
a key role in market integration of the CIS countries. First, our results indicate that markets 
characterized by a high level of state support, integration with international markets is weak 
or even a lack of integration is observed compared to markets where market support mea-
sures are absent. Second, our results indicate that CIS markets might be well-integrated with 
both regional and international markets due to the fact that regional integration is more con-
nected to the physical trade flows (import dependency), while integration with international 
markets is more based on defining the benchmark price for the products that are traded on 
the regional level. Third, for most of the CIS countries, underdeveloped infrastructure signifi-
cantly reduces market integration. Fourth, strengthening trade relations through bilateral or 
multilateral trade agreements significantly contribute to market integration of the CIS coun-
tries. That is especially the case for members of the Eurasian Customs Union and CIS agree-
ments with the EU.
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Appendix. List and classification of countries
Domestic markets World regional 
markets
World reference markets
Countries CIS CIS EU World
Armenia x
Azerbaijan x
Georgiaa x
Belarus x
Moldova x
Kazakhstan x x
Russia x x
Ukrainea x x
France x
Denmark x
Germany x
Netherlands x
Spain x
Oceania x
Brazil x
Australia x
Argentina x
Uruguay x
USA x
aAlthough Georgia and Ukraine are no longer CIS members, in this study, we still refer them as CIS countries due to their 
tight regional trade connections with other CIS members.
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